
BENEFITS OF WORKING WITH AN INDUSTRY LEADER

• We’re in This Together: DPP conducts more than 625 on-site  
interviews annually. This insight provides a comprehensive look at  
motivating factors about the community and position for the candidate  
to consider. 

• Flexible Approach: You set the parameters, whether you need one search  
or multiple searches. Clients benefit from our access to active and passive  
candidates around the nation.

• Limited Liability: Clients are never billed for effort – only tangible  
results. DPP’s contract is  clear with simple terms to avoid hidden fees.  

• Powerful Marketing Engine: Leverage custom-tailored campaigns  
created by an award-winning marketing team based upon your specific search 
criteria targeted on a local, regional, and national level.

• Team of Titans: 80+ recruiters spend at least two hours daily speaking with pro-
viders about opportunities. 

• Transparent Operations: Gain clarity with real-time client activity and objective 
feedback during weekly communications from DPP.

• Experienced and Credentialed: DPP has 23 years of industry  
experience and is supported by an operations team that is Joint   

Commission certified. 

ABOUT DELTA PHYSICIAN PLACEMENT

Delta Physician Placement (DPP) has provided permanent healthcare staffing 
solutions for physicians since 1997 and is the longest tenured business unit of The 
Delta Companies. DPP successfully interviews more than 650  professionals each 
year and places providers across all 50 states, from metro locations to remote 
areas and urban facility settings. The dedicated procurement and advertising team 
uses the latest technologies and outreach channels to align the right providers with 
clients. DPP has been recognized by ClearlyRated with a 2019 Best of Staffing® 
Client Satisfaction Award. 

Delta Physician Placement (DPP) matches extensively screened, qualified providers with thousands  
of facilities on a national basis for a successful search fulfillment.

Communities nationwide are positively  
impacted thanks to the recruiting and consulting  

expertise of Delta Physician Placement
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